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Open Science Schools of Thought
(www.openingscience.org) 
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DCIs

http://www.openingscience.org/


FAIR principles
(www.go-fair.org/fair-principles/) 
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http://www.go-fair.org/fair-principles/


The INFN Open Access Repository 

(https://openaccessrepository.it)

• Intended to be a single-entry point for  

manual/automated deposit of research outputs 

and all sort of digital assets (images, drawings, 

videos, other multimedia, etc.)

• Fully standard-compliant and certified

Based on                and                      

https://openaccessrepository.it/


The INFN Open Access Repository 

(https://openaccessrepository.it)

 Specific functionalities added:

 «Container»ized

 SAML-based AuthN

 (It is an SP of eduGAIN and also

supports «homeless» users)

 Fully parameterisable configuration

and customisation

 Compliant with FAIR principles

 Through the use of DataCite DOIs

 Compliant with Plan S
requirements
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https://openaccessrepository.it/
https://datacite.org/
https://www.coalition-s.org/


One of the key values of Open Science is science reusability

Scholarly publication and data infrastructures should comply
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https://doi.org/10.15161/oar.it/23509

https://doi.org/10.15161/oar.it/23509


FAIR principles
(www.go-fair.org/fair-principles/) 
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http://www.go-fair.org/fair-principles/
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Science reproducibility/reusability

Paper Data Software Additional info

DCI
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The Knowledge Workflow



• Continuous (daily-
based) analysis of 
COVID-19 data 
(since March 2020)
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Use case #1: COVID Statistical Analysis
(https://covid19.infn.it/)

Italy

World
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Use case #1: COVID Statistical Analysis
(https://www.openaccessrepository.it/communities/covidstat-infn/)

• Every day, COVIDSTAT data are 
automatically downloaded and stored in a 
dedicated “community” on the INFN OAR
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Use case #2: the Reproducibility and Reusability Platform - Overview
(In collaboration with A. Anagnostou, R. Bruno, M. Fargetta, R. Rotondo, and S. J. Taylor)

docker compose

FGSG
SSOD

Software

Science Gateway

Portal

PALMS web application

DAMS

PALMS

Experiment

Digital Asset Management Systems (DAMSes) are “intertwined 
structures incorporating both software and hardware that take 
care of management tasks and decisions surrounding the 
ingestion, annotation, cataloguing, storage, retrieval and 
distribution of digital assets” REPAST

FTP
HTTPD

Software

Output

Input
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Use case #2: PALMS Experiment

• Physical Activity Lifelong Modelling & Simulations
• Is an agent based micro-simulation that predicts the 

lifelong physical activity behaviour of a population 
taking into account individual characteristics and 
their effect on physical activity over time

• Produces individual and aggregated quantitative 
outputs for quality of life and health conditions 
related costs

• The software
• Uses REPAST [1] an open source agent-based modeling

and simulation platform

• A specific docker image exists in Docker Hub for PALMS 
executions (osabuoun/repast) [2]

• Two inputs: a model file (REPAST) and a parameters’ file[1] https://repast.github.io

[2] https://hub.docker.com/r/osabuoun/repast

https://repast.github.io/
https://hub.docker.com/r/osabuoun/repast
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Use case #2: The FutureGateway Framework
(https://futuregatewayframework.github.io/)

INFN software project aiming to build secure and 
reliable Science Gateways 

Three core components

• Database, APIServer front-end, APIServer
daemon + Executor Interfaces

The framework

• Core components are enriched with a suite of 
tools, APIs and installation + maintenance 
scripts

• Open Source code available on GitHub

Targets

• Desktop and Mobile applications, Workflow 
Engines, IoT and Open Science U
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Use case #2: the PALMS                                                          
Application Workflow
• Web application making use of 

FutureGateway REST APIs to reproduce and 
reuse PALMS results

• Usage:
1. Specify a PALMS output DOI registered in the 

INFN Open Access Repository -> ‘Prepare’

2. Specify PALMS input DOIs (model + 
parameters). They can also be HTTP URLs

3. Execute PALMS with input specified at 2. The 
system allows to dynamically instantiate and 
destroy docker containers (it supports 
docker compose as well as docker swarm)

4. User can access PALMS reproduced outputs. 
User can upload modified input files 
(reusability)

1

3

4

2



• FAIR-principles compliant digital repositories are key enablers of Open 
Science
• The INFN Open Access Repository has been useful for some countries in Africa
• Our experience is at disposal of everybody interested

• However, repositories are not enough by themselves to allow easy 
reproducibility and reusability of scientific results
• Science gateways to DCIs play important roles
• The FutureGateway Framework has been built exactly for this purpose

• Knowledge workflows require the creation and availability of “research 
packages” (DOI-tagged “chains” of research outputs) and clear/reliable 
tools to search for them
• Research outputs should be conceived since their creation as “research 

packages”
• Or even more…
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Summary and conclusions
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A look into the future: the Knowledge “Nexuses”



Thank you!
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